
CMB BX500 Tracked Horizontal Screen Plant
Designed, Developed and Manufactured by CMB International



INTRODUCTION

The CMB BX500 is a versatile screening plant
capable of direct feed to the top deck, or by apron
belt feeder. The screenbox may be fitted with
grizzly top deck, tensioned mesh or polyurethane
screening media and will screen a 150mm feed
down to fine dust.

The triple deck 6m x 1.8m horizontal screenbox has a three
shaft elliptic action which has a variable throw and angle
allowing diverse applications from scalping, wet sticky feeds 
or fines. The operating range is 675-875rpm variable with 
up to 19mm throw.

The modular design enables the plant to be configured with 
a wide range of feed, discharge and screening options.

Fully hydraulic, the plant is CAN-BUS controlled and
incorporates remote control features in common with 
CMB International crushing plant.

Length tba

Width 2,992mm

Transport height 3,600mm

Transport mass 35,000kg (estimated)

Feed height 3,000mm target

Discharge height 4,000mm target

Dirt conveyor discharge Ht 3,000mm minimum

Feedboot dimensions tba

Live head dimensions 2,500mm (l) x 1,500mm (w)

Feed  conveyor belt 1,000mm EP500/3 8+2 
ripstop endless

Reject conveyor belt 800mm EP400/3 4+1.5 endless

Stockpiler conveyor belts 800mm EP400/3 4+1.5 endless

Fines transfer belt 1,200mm EP250/2 4+1.5 endless

Fines conveyor belt width 650mm EP250/2 4+1.5 endless

Engine C4.4 SIIIb IOPU 

Engine power 102kW @ 2200rpm

Fuel capacity 150litres nominal

Main system hydraulics 1) Open hydraulic to track and 
screenbox drive
2) open hydraulic to track and 
live head drive

Hydraulic reservoir capacity 300L to midpoint of gauge

Hydraulic pumps Sauer Danfoss series 45 tandem 
57cc/rev 310bar continuous

Tracks 3,795mm crs, 500mm wide 
triple grouser pads

Gradeability 25° nominal

Tracking speed 1km/hour nominal

System control PLC/CAN bus

Radio remote functions Track/steer, remote shutdown

Pendant functions Track/steer, remote shutdown

Screenbox 20’ x 6’ 3deck horizontal elliptic 
action 675-875rpm variable, 
19mm throw.

Media Polyurethane decks

PLANT SPECIFICATION (Preliminary specification, subject to variation)

6m - 1.8m screenbox 
with elliptical drive has 3
decks which can be fitted 
with tensionable meshes or
polyurethane screening media.

Direct feed to top deck or
via apron belt feeder.
Feeds up to 150mm media
from grizzly to fine.
Throughput to 600tph.

Folding fines conveyor
with 650mm belt.

Slewing radial conveyors fold for
compact transport. 800mm belts
discharge to 4m stockpiles.Diesel hydraulic

powerpack powered
by CAT C4.4 or JCB
Dieselmax 444
engines. The plant
has full CAN BUS
electronic control.

Representative images -
some mechanical parts

ommitted for clarity.
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